
Headed by Joseph Tanney and Robert Luntz,
Resolution: 4 Architecture was founded in 1990 in New
York. The firm has evolved the concept of a “Modern
Modular” for pre-fabricated homes. It currently has a
number of RES4 PREFABS in various stages of design
and construction, and although every home is unique
in its own way, each home finds its foundation in the
system of modules.  Based on the same working
customizable structure, currently available in
purchasing personal computers, RES4 Prefabs
transform the traditional relationship between architect
and client in home construction, offering homebuyers
limitless options of customization. The firm has
recently been awarded the 2006 Boston Society of
Architects Honor Award for Design Excellence, the
2006 National AIA Housing Award for Concepts in
Innovative Housing, the 2005 American Architecture
Award by the Chicago Athenaeum and the winning
entry in the DWELL Home Design Invitational for
Modern Pre-fabricated Homes.

Text: Ar. Kayzad Shroff & Ar. Maria I. Jimenez Leon, Shroff + Leon Architects, Mumbai
Photographs courtesy: Resolution: 4 Architecture
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Non-standard architectural production
denotes the serial assemblage of one-
of-a-kind pieces. While an oxymoron
in itself with respect to traditional
principles of fabrication, non-standard
architectural production aptly
describes new principles of
production, and reproduction. What
matters most in such a series, is not
the ultimate form of each end product
but the differences that lie within the
set; the set being related not by form,
but rather by mode of production.
Resolution: 4 Architecture’s design
preoccupation with non-standard
architectural production has led to the
creation of ‘The Modern Modular’, a
systemic methodology of design that
attempts to leverage the existing
methods of prefabrication of
residential construction. Through this
systemic design methodology, RES4
seeks to offer the often sought after
option of ‘mass customization’ to the

single-family housing market while
visually maintaining a level of
aesthetics that is predominantly
associated with highly customized
homes.

Headed by Joseph Tanney and Robert
Luntz, Resolution: 4 Architecture was
founded in 1990 in New York City, while
the two partners were working in the
office of Gwathmey Siegel and
Associates Architects. As a design
practice, RES4 predominantly
concerns itself with addressing 21st

century conditions and issues through
intelligent architecture and design;
constantly developing sustainable
methods, strategies and solutions for
the current and foreseeable conflicts
and changes facing our dynamic
communities. The office seeks to
investigate, re-investigate, work with
the palpable, illuminate the obscure
and understand the composite

interface of architecture, its user and
its context. RES4 design concerns have
ranged from two-dimensional, and
three-dimensional pattern making, to
ceiling as landscapes to their current
obsession, the ‘Modern Modular’.

‘The Modern Modular’, a system-based
design methodology, born out of a
theory, without client or site, is a study
in how modern home design can be
transformed to take advantage of the
economical, environmental, and
structural benefits of standard, proven
modular construction techniques.
Modern Modular homes are designed
to allow for the  creation of a wide
range of living solutions, each of which
accommodates to meet the varying
needs of a broad and diverse audience
as well as resilient to adapt to multiple
site conditions. The system is
adaptable enough to provide for a full
line of houses, of different types of

Mountain Retreat House on Sunset Ridge

Photographs courtesy for Mountain Retreat: Floto+Warner



usage, be it a solitary residence, a
weekend home, or a full family house.
Being modular, these housing units are
versatile enough to allow for a
seamless and continuous expansion
and transformation, allowing Modern
Modular homes to grow, adapt and
reflect the changing demands of its
residents.

‘The Modern Modular’, aptly
named RES4 PREFAB, is the
manifestation of RES4’s prefabrication
research coupled with its urban
domestic space design experience; the
intention being to develop a system
of design that is focused on

• Efficiency of Use

• Efficiency of Performance

• Efficiency of Implementation

RES4’s modular research can be
represented simply by the Modern
Modular’s lowest-common-
denominator, a 16 ft x 60 ft x 11 ft
volume,  the limits being determined

by the physical extents of  American
cargo transport, in terms of what is
allowed to be shipped down the
highway on the back of a truck.
Designing within the limits of the
modular, creating new domestic
spaces within long, linear loft spaces
restricts the thinking of RES4 to ‘inside
the box’.

Efficiency of Use

The Modern Modular comprises
primarily two Modules of use

• The Communal Modules – that
contain the kitchen, dining and
the living spaces

• The Private Modules – that
contain the bedrooms, bathrooms
and the storage spaces

Based on the Modern Modular, a series
of Typologies are formulated,
typologies organized around ‘I, II, III,
L, O, T, Z’ formations, each of which
illustrate diverse potential concepts
in organization. Due to the serial

Mountain Retreat (2005)

Located on a five-acre
rocky outcrop in
Kerhonkson, NY, this 1800
sq. ft.  2-bedroom Mountain
Retreat comprises a single-
bar series typology,
composed of two boxes.
Sitt ing partial ly on
concrete stilts, the retreat
is clad with warm cedar
siding with cool gray
concrete panels. Rather
than discard the remnants
of the rocky immediate
context that had to be
blasted away, the
architects scattered around
the rocky fragments in
masses around the site,
that could then be used
either as outdoor seating or
as pavement for the
entrance pathway; thus
emphasizing the
relationship and
integration between house
and context.



categorization of the typologies, the
cost of production is minimized, while
at the same time the availability of
possible combinations for the
consumer is maximized to the
extreme; the various schemes and
series illustrate the inherent potential
concepts in organization. Each
typology exhibits a vast degree of
flexibility, allowing for the size and
number to be determined by the needs
of the client, while the arrangement
and orientation of these modules is
dictated by site conditions; thus
customizing each project to client,
site and budget.

Efficiency of Performance

A growing concern for the global
environment leads to sustainable
practices and renewable materials
being integrated into the design of
Modular homes, with each structure
placed preciously on site to
accommodate for solar orientation as
well as ground coverage; thus
maximizing the site’s microclimate.
Each project is designed to satisfy
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LEED standards, with houses often
employing supplemental energy
systems such as solar photovoltaic
panels, geothermal heating and
cooling systems in a co-generational
manner and green roofs, RES4 PREFABS
are transforming into nano-power
plants, producing more energy than
they consume, selling back excess
energy to the grid.

Efficiency of Implementation

Usage of the modular delivery method
creates significant savings in both time
and construction costs when compared
with traditional on-site construction.
Moreover, taking advantage of the
wood frame modular construction
employed, efficiency is enhanced
whereby approximately 80% of the
house is built off-site in a factory, thus
significantly reducing crew time on
site; minimizing the environmental
impact on the natural ecosystem.
Moreover, all material used in
construction is chosen carefully,
keeping in mind its environmental
impact.

House on Sunset Ridge (2008)

Positioned to take advantage
of the natural sunlight and to
capture summer breezes, this
3000 sq. ft. four bedroom
house comprises of six modules
organized around the ‘L’ series
typology. Programmatically,
the house is divided into two
bars, the lower comprising the
public module, the living,
cooking, dining and
entertaining, while the second
floor bar contains the private
module, the bedrooms.
Utilizing the efficiencies of
off-site factory construction,
this LEED certified home
employs several sustainable
features such as bamboo
floors, radiant floor heat,
energy star appliances, bio-
based spray foam insulation,
98% energy efficient boiler,
low-flow plumbing fixtures,
LED Lighting, FSC certified Ipe
& Cedar and recycled cement
board panels.


